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The Ford Tempo and its twin, the Mercury Topaz , are compact cars that were produced by the
Ford Motor Company for model years to They were downsized successors to the boxy Ford
Fairmont and Mercury Zephyr twins. The Tempo and Topaz were part of a rejuvenation plan by
Ford to offer more environmentally friendly, fuel efficient, and more modern styled models to
compete with the European and Japanese imports. While the car sold well, its innovation and
aerodynamic design paved the way for the even more groundbreaking Ford Taurus. Although
built on a different platform, the aerodynamic Ford Sierra was somewhat of a European
counterpart to the Tempo. The Sierra too was succeeded by Ford's world car platform in the
form of the Ford Mondeo. The design and life of the Tempo began in the late s as Ford was
gearing to build towards a more ergonomic, more efficient, and more aerodynamic design
philosophy. The new design philosophy was due, in part, to the aging Ford Pinto and Ford
Maverick , and two oil embargoes which led to a rise in more fuel-efficient import-vehicle sales.
Taking note of this, Ford set out to revolutionize the automotive industry, and laid the
groundwork for three revolutionary vehicles: The Thunderbird and its Mercury counterpart, the
Cougar , the Tempo and its Mercury counterpart, the Topaz , and, later, the Taurus and its
Mercury counterpart, the Sable. The Tempo and Topaz were based on a stretched version of the
front-wheel-drive platform used on the Ford Escort , but with radical new bodies. Being based
on the Escort meant the Tempo and Topaz, unlike their Fairmont and Zephyr predecessors,
were front-wheel drive. By making them front-wheel drive, interior space was much larger than if
they had been rear-wheel-drive. The transaxle designs also borrowed heavily from the Ford
Escort. However, there were few common components due to the Tempo and Topaz's larger
size. In December , wind tunnel testing began on the Tempo, with more than hours of testing
resulting in more than different design changes. These door frames wrapped up over the edge
of the roof which improved sealing, allowed for hidden drip rails, and cleaned up the A-pillar
area of the car significantly. The rear track was also widened, creating more aerodynamic
efficiency. The front grille was laid back more and the leading edge of the hood was tuned for
aerodynamic cleanliness. Wheels were pushed out to the edges of the body, decreasing areas
where air turbulence would be created. The rear of the cars were treated to just as many
changes. The rear window was laid down at 60 degrees as well, and the trunk lid was raised
higher than the side windows. This allowed the air to flow off the car more smoothly, and
allowed for greater fuel efficiency. From the side view, this raised trunk created a wedge look to
the car which was especially prominent on the two-door coupe versions. All of these changes
created a coefficient of drag Cd of 0. Ford endeavored to make every trim level look attractive,
not just the top-of-the-line versions as had been customary in Detroit. Initial advertising
featured a Tempo sedan performing a loop on a stunt track. The commercials touted the Tempo
as being "America's all new aerodynamic sedan" and listed features such as "the world's most
advanced automotive computer", called " EEC-IV ", that was claimed to have the ability to
monitor up to seven vital engine functions, and noted the interior to be roomier in the rear seat
than a Mercedes-Benz D. Other ads featured the slogan "Pick up the Tempo of your life. The
first generation Tempo and Topaz were released on May 26, [3] [4] as models, and equaled the
length of a Chevrolet Citation at the time, to which it was a response. Despite the Fairmont at
The Tempo was Ford's first compact car downsizing, just four years after GM downsized its
compact cars in for the model years; two and a half years after Chrysler's compact K-cars were
introduced. The four-door Tempo used rear quarter windows in the C-pillars while the four-door
Topaz received a more formal C-pillar arrangement without rear quarter windows. The front of
the car featured a set of two sealed-beam halogen headlamps recessed in chrome "buckets"
and the grille in between the headlights featured four horizontally thin rails each swept back to
allow for greater air flow into the engine compartment and over the hood. The Tempo shared
much of its design language with the European Ford Sierra , launched a year earlier. The first
generation Tempo came standard with a new 2. Mated to either of these engines were the choice
of a standard four-speed IB4 or optional five-speed MTX-III manual transmission which was the
standard, and only option for the diesel engine variant , or the optional three-speed FLC
automatic with a floor-mounted shift lever. In late , the five-speed manual became standard and
the four-speed was discontinued. In addition, a slight modification was made to the five-speed
transmission, moving the "reverse" position on the gear shift knob from right beside first gear
to the opposite bottom corner. This was done to decrease the possibility of mistakenly shifting
into reverse rather than first gear during takeoff. The instrument panel featured a new, easier to
read gauge layout, with all switches and controls placed within easy reach of the driver. In early
, [5] the Tempo became the first production American automobile to feature a driver's side
airbag as a supplemental restraint system. Half also received a special windshield designed to
minimize lacerations to passengers, and all were early recipients of the high-mounted brake
lights that became required by law in In October , [8] the Tempo and the Topaz saw numerous

moderate design changes for which coincided with the release of the then-new and
revolutionary Taurus. While generally considered the same car, the front and rear end styling
was where the changes were most evident. The standard rectangular sealed-beam halogen
headlamps were replaced with new, plastic composite designs which only required replacing
the bulb itself. These new headlights were flush-mounted to match the redesigned front corner
lights and a freshly restyled grille, which also closely matched that of the Taurus the Topaz
received a pseudo-lightbar grille styled after the Sable. For the rear end, the trunk and taillights
were slightly restyled, giving the car a sharper look. Replacing the carburetor on the 2. Other
changes and improvements included the addition of automatically retracting front seat belt
shoulder straps, and the addition of a new all-wheel-drive model. The Tempo AWD included
special badging, interior badges. Other available features included power lumbar support,
four-way power driver's seat and a cassette player. From to , there was also the Sport GL, which
included unique interior and exterior styling cues, an HSO high specific output version of the 2.
It was badged simply as "GL", however the Sport GL was more easily recognizable because it
lacked the GL's chrome front and rear bumpers. This all-wheel drive system developed
exclusively for the Tempo and Topaz was available for model years to The Tempo and Topaz
sedans received a major redesign for , whereas the coupes were instead facelifted, all arriving
in November On the front end of the Tempo, a completely restyled grille featured three thin
horizontal chrome bars with a Ford oval in the center, with two composite flush-mounted
rectangular headlamps with restyled front turn signal housings on either side. For the rear, the
taillights received a major rework and were now completely flush-mounted. A restyled rear
quarter window was designed to match and blend evenly with the completely restyled rear door
trim. The Topaz was differentiated from the Tempo by a more formal rear window, a waterfall
grille, more upscale wheels, and solid red tail-lights. The interior of both the sedan and coupe
models saw a brand new instrument panel design, with a central gauge cluster now with a
standard engine temp gauge , and more ergonomic driver controls. Fan and windshield wiper
controls were now mounted on rotary-style switches on either side of the instrument panel, and
the HVAC controls received a new push-button control layout. Other changes included
reworked interior door panels. A driver's side airbag continued as an option, a rarity then for an
economy level car. Topaz models featured the tachometer-equipped gauge cluster and a front
center armrest standard. The model year the last year of the restyled look saw the
discontinuation of the all-wheel drive Tempo and Topaz, as well as the now Canadian market
exclusive entry-level Tempo L. For , the Tempo and Topaz saw a minor restyle; the Tempo
gained body-colored side trim replacing the black and chrome trim as well as full body-colored
bumpers. The three bar chrome grille on the Tempo was also replaced with a new, body-colored
monochromatic grille, while the Topaz's chrome grille was replaced with a new non-functional
light-bar. Also for , the 3. The model year would be the last year of the GLS, as it was
discontinued along with its Topaz counterpart in Also, a fuel door indicator was added to the
fuel gauge an arrow pointing to the side of the car where the fuel door was located. While highly
innovative in its early years, and even though it was a strong seller for nearly its entire lifetime,
by the early s the Tempo and the Topaz were seen as an aging platform. They also lacked an
automatic transmission with overdrive when compared to newer 4-speed automatics. It was also
to be the last year for the 2. Also, it was to be the last year for the 3-speed FLC automatic
transmission; although it was slightly redesigned, given overdrive, and was used on the Ford
Escort and Mercury Tracer. With all of these factors, Ford stopped production of the Tempo on
March 25, , when the last one rolled off the Claycomo, Missouri assembly line. The Ford Tempo
was a massive sales success for Ford. It was one of the top ten best selling cars in the US,
usually in the top five, during its entire production. Through , Ford sold a total of , examples of
the Tempo and Topaz, [11] nearly , more units than the best-selling Toyota Camry of the day.
Below is a list of annual model year production figures for the Tempo. From Wikipedia, the free
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citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. This article
possibly contains original research. Please improve it by verifying the claims made and adding
inline citations. Statements consisting only of original research should be removed. July Learn
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Monitor. Retrieved 6 March Retrieved 10 June Archived from the original on September 17,
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needing additional references Articles that may contain original research from July All articles
that may contain original research Articles with multiple maintenance issues Short description
is different from Wikidata Pages using infobox automobile with unknown parameters All articles
with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from May Articles with
unsourced statements from March Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help
Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. FF layout AWD layout. Ford Escort platform. LTD Crown Victoria.
Crown Victoria. Country Squire. Personal luxury. Sport compact. Escort ZX2. Fiesta ST. Focus
ST. Focus RS. Sports car. Grand Marquis. Station Wagon. Colony Park. Light truck. The build is
fine i have a few things that need repair such as the timing and such. The car is obviously from
the 80s but have a cool and neat older look to it! If you can appreciate a older car then you
would like this one! CarGurus has 2 nationwide Tempo listings and the tools to find you a great
deal. Good Cheap Transportation â€” It wouldn't win any races, but it was adequately powered.
Seemed well built, my mom drove it to work for 9 years, I had it at school for 2 years, 3 people
learned to drive on it, and the biggest mechanical failure it had was the ignition module. It
looked good unitl my dad hit a deer with it. I fixed it for bucks frrom the junkyard with multiple
colors. It finally succumbed to rust after 21 years and , miles. It still ran good, just too rusty to
be safely driven anymore. Tempo â€” this isn't exactly what mine looked like but who really
cares. Little Car That Could â€” I don't mind having an It runs alright but there are a lot of
features missing in this year that for some reason Ford had to put in the later year tempos. Not
really impressed with the gas millage that it get but that may just be the one that I own. But all
and all I am impressed in how much crap this car can take. Pros: Takes abuse and keeps on
going. Nice to have room in this car to haul all my stuff. Cons: The gas millage sucks.. Quite
slow but so incredibly reliable, even ran on unleaded without any additives which was great.
Pros: Just keeps on running - you could beat the crap out of it and it would still run great. I love
it. It now has over k on it now. I even take it to car shows. People can't beleve what it is and
more to the fact that it is still running. Everything is orginal on it. Even the shaft radio. I enjoy
even more that all of my friends and family have a new car, and they still call me when their cars
get stuck or brakes down. My friends 04 Monto Carlo SS got stuck in the snow. Well as always,
84 tempo to the rescue. My mother has her oppionion, as most do, and yet my car is still on the
road, passing PA state inspections and emissions every year, no car payment, and hers in in
the shop. And on her 2nd engine. That 2. I still got the passing power. The other ninght I out ran
a 98' V6 Comaro. It wasn't the look of his face but more the humiliation he got from friends when
a Tempo took him out, and I was just passing him. My advice is, if your need a cheep car or a
beeter for winter, get one of these. The snow, and I like in Pittsburgh, rain, wind or long
highways can't do anything to stop it. I still take my car everywhere. Its goring to Ohio to see my
sister. Maybe thats why the car is still going. Cause I keep it going, or maybe FORD got it right
with this fuel economy car that is still kicking ass. Be glad to show off my car to you. If you go
to myspace you could see the car first hand. Use my full name. Thanks, Thomas Rihn.
Acceleration, braking, handling, and overall ride are all acceptable, even on extended drives.
Read More. I bought this car for dollars. What I needed to replace was a gas tank, brakes,
routers, the muffler is completely rusted. I drove this car for almost 2 years and all of a sudden
the wheel be Fairly good performance for 2. Body has held up ve It is was it is. It was a fun little
car to own, it was reliable and cheap to run. I never had any complaints with this car but when
the family started to grow so did my need for a bigger car. Thats t It is not a very fast car but
this one might be the fastest Tempo in the area I live in. Easy to work on. Parts are cheap to
buy. No matter how much this sits around my place if another car is giving m Slow, ugly and
amazingly fun to beat the crap out of and not care because luckily these cars practically go for
free! It could have been bette It will get me to point a then point b, but it takes it time changing
gears. A mechanic said some of the governor gears were striped out. And it starts to run hot
when sitting still to long, the fan s My Ford Tempo is and all around beast. It is a very good
runner and can do minor burnouts. Its is worth about dollars but it is worth more than that to
me. It is very fun to drive around a Have you driven a Ford Tempo? Rank This Car. User
Reviews. Displaying all Ford Tempo reviews reviews. JayJay92 writes:. Cons: A lot can go
wrong. Is this helpful? Yes No. Mike writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Cheap.
Cons: not going to win any races. Glen writes:. Cons: hunk of junk. James writes:. Reviews
From Other Years. Read all 4 Ford Tempo reviews. Read all 12 Ford Tempo reviews. Read all 11
Ford Tempo reviews. Read all 9 Ford Tempo reviews. Read all 5 Ford Tempo reviews. Other
Years. Used Cars for Sale. Select Year Yes No Looking for a Used Tempo in your area? Relialble
Cons: not going to win any races 1 of 1 people found this review helpful. Nice to have room in
this car to haul all my stuff Cons: The gas millage sucks.. Pros: Just keeps on running - you
could beat the crap out of it and it would still run great Cons: Steering - OMG got some

seriously strong arms without the use of power stering: Heavy As! Thanks, Thomas Rihn 5 of 5
people found this review helpful. We back up our items with a day guarantee , and try very hard
to provide you with the best customer service possible. You may request a replacement or
exchange, or the item can be returned for a full refund. Buyer is responsible for return shipping.
We are selling USED auto parts that will be cleaned of heavy debris and grease before
shipment, but will not appear new. If you prefer us to use US Postal in the continental US,
please include a note with your payment when you check out. Most orders ship within one
business day after the order unless questions or complications arise with that order. In those
cases, we will attempt to contact you both through ebay messaging and the phone number
provided with the order to let you know what is happening with your order. We prefer you
contact us initially thru ebay messaging. We can usually take care of most questions or issues
thru that platform. Core Charge. A core charge is sometimes applied to rebuildable parts such
as engines or alternators that can be redeemed for a portion of their original price. If the part
you are purchasing has a core charge applied, it will be noted in the description. Parts Grading.
A standard code system is used to communicate the condition and quality of a part between
automotive recyclers, automotive repair shops, and insurers. Knowing how these codes are
used will help you understand whether the part meets your expectations before you buy it and
what you can expect from the part when you receive it. Welcome to our eBay Store! A Grade The highest quality part. B Grade - The second level quality part. It is of average miles and
normal condition for its age. C Grade - The third level quality part. No Grade - A part that has not
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Future Featuring Kanye West. Apocalyptica Featuring Corey Taylor. Keshia Chante Featuring
Foxy Brown. Kanye West Featuring T-Pain. Jungle Brothers vs. Nelly Featuring Tim McGraw.
Featuring T. Young Jeezy Featuring Mannie Fresh. Taylor Swift Featuring Kendrick Lamar. Puff
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